1992 Jaguar XJS - Project (2 cars)
$4,995

October 2021 – Nanaimo BC

This advert, and the price of $4995 is for TWO Jaguar XJS V12 Convertibles detailed below.
VIN for green is SAJNL4847NC180984
VIN for white is SAJNL4847LC167584
This 1992 Jaguar V12 has 27000km on the clock. It was involved in a flash flood in an underground car park in
Vancouver. It was written off by ICBC and cannot go back on the road under any circumstances in British Columbia.
To be clear, this Jaguar cannot be registered for road use in British Columbia under any circumstances. The Green V12
has a SALVAGE title.
To save you some time on the phone to ICBC, we have spent time and sadly, and to repeat, this car cannot go back on the
road in British Columbia.
As such, it will be sold with a Bill Of Sale.
Why buy a salvage title Jaguar XJS? The engine runs and transmission shifts. If you need spare parts, it's a great source
for low km spare parts.
The second car is the White V12 Convertible Jaguar XJS that you can see on our website. The previous owner stated that
it needed an engine. The engine turns, so it may be a simple repair or a more complicated repair. We don't know and
have not looked. If you have the skills, you can transfer the parts from the 27K Salvage Title Jaguar XJS into the white 90k
km XJS, make the White XJS good, and then sell the remaining parts from the Salvage Title Green XJS.
The White XJS has clear BC title.
We have asked two of our techs to undertake the task. Both said no, including a few expletives, so our project of making
one good XJS from two XJS's has been scuppered by a lack of good quality man or person power.
Our bad luck has now become your...bad luck, depending on your outlook. Many folks are scared of the V12 as it's viewed
as complex, but it is a workable project if you know what you're doing, or have a competent tech with a work ethic.
So buy this pair of V12 Jaguar XJS's and get wrenching. Once you have completed the project, you can recoup a decent
amount of dough in selling the parts that you haven't used.

Contact Sales Adam
at Eddbarry Motors
(250) 585-5556
2789 106th Street Nanaimo BC V9T 5W4

Lots more pictures at : https://www.eddbarrymotors.com/inventory/view/13861430/2-x-Jaguar-XJS-ConvertiblesPACKAGE-DEAL/

